Declaration of conformity and manual retrieval
Class II instrument, rear panel mounting. This controller has been designed with compliance to the European Directives. For further details on Directives and Translations used for Compliance, Declaration of Conformity can be found in the file ASCON_DC_Z2.zip.
All information about this controller is available in the manual ASCON_DC_Z2.zip.

Warning!
- All failures or malfunctions of the device may cause dangerous situations for persons, things or animals. Please remember that the plant must be equipped with additional devices which will guarantee safety.
- We warrant that the products will be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of 24 months from delivery. Products and components that are subject to wear due to conditions of use; service life, maintenance and storage are not covered by this warranty.

Model Code
The product code indicates the specific hardware configuration of the instrument, that can be modified by qualified engineers only.

Configuration menu
Enter the configuration password

Parameterisation menu
The parameters pointed out with grey background are those necessary to configure the options and are NOT shown in the menus. All the parameters are fully described and explained in the user manual of the controller.

Parameter list
The parameters pointed out with grey background are those necessary to configure the options and are NOT shown in the menus. All the parameters are fully described and explained in the user manual of the controller.

Description and dimensions

Electrical connections

Panel cut out and mounting

Terminals
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